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KAHAN'S INTEGRATOR AND THE FREE RIGID BODYDYNAMICS�Mirea Puta(Department of Mathematis, West University of Timi�soara, B-dul. V.Pârvan, 1900Timi�soara, Romania; European University Dr�agan, 1800 Lugoj, Romania)Ioan Ca�su(Department of Mathematis, West University of Timi�soara, B-dul. V. Pârvan, 1900Timi�soara, Romania)AbstratKahan's integrator for the free rigid body dynamis is desribed and some ofits properties are pointed out.Key words: Kahan's integrator, Free rigid body.1. IntrodutionAmong other unonventional numerial methods, Kahan[1℄ has suggested a dis-retization of a simple Lotka-Voltera system with the property that the omputedpoints do not spiral. The motivation of this behaviour was given reently by Sanz-Serna[3℄ by showing that Kahan's integrator is a sympleti one.The goal of our paper is to study some properties of this integrator in the partiularase of the free rigid body. 2. The Free Rigid BodyLet SO(3) be the Lie group of all 3 � 3 orthogonal matries with determinant oneand so(3) its Lie algebra. It an be anonially identi�ed with R3 via the map \^"given by: ^ : 264 0 �m3 m1m3 0 �m1�m2 m1 0 375 2 so(3) 7! 264 m1m2m3 375 2 R3:Moreover, \^" is a Lie algebra isomorphism between (so(3); [�; �℄) and (R3;�).Then the Euler angular momentum equations of the free rigid body an be writtenon (so(3))� ' (R3)� ' R3 in the following form:8><>: _m1 = a1m2m3_m2 = a2m1m3_m3 = a3m1m2 (2:1)� Reeived May 14, 1997.



222 MIRCEA PUTA AND IOAN CAS�Uwhere a1 = 1I3 � 1I2 ; a2 = 1I1 � 1I3 ; a3 = 1I2 � 1I1 ;I1; I2; I3 being the omponents of the inertia tensor and we suppose as usually thatI1 > I2 > I3:It is not hard to see that the system (2.1) is an Hamilton-Lie-Poisson system withthe phase spae R3, the Poisson braket given by the matrix:� = 264 0 �m3 m2m3 0 �m1�m2 m1 0 375 ; (2:2)whih is in fat the minus-Lie-Poisson struture on so(3)� and the Hamiltonian H givenby H = 12 "m21I1 + m22I2 + m23I3 # : (2:3)Moreover, a Casimir of our on�guration (R3;�) is given byC = 12[m21 +m22 +m23℄; (2:4)i.e. that the oadjoint orbits of (so(3))� ' R3 are onentri spheres.Sine H and C are onstants of motion it follows that the dynamis takes plae atthe intersetion of the ellipsoid H = onstantwith the sphere C = onstant:3. Kahan's IntegratorFor the free rigid body equations (2.1), Kahan's integrator an be written in thefollowing form: 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: mn+11 �mn1 = ha12 (mn+12 mn3 +mn+13 mn2 )mn+12 �mn2 = ha22 (mn+11 mn3 +mn+13 mn1 )mn+13 �mn3 = ha32 (mn+12 mn1 +mn+11 mn2 ) (3:1)Now a long but straightforward omputation or using eventually MAPLE V leadsus to:Theorem 3.1. The following statements are equivalent:(i) Kahan's integrator is a Poisson integrator;(ii) Kahan's integrator is energy preserving.


